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Imam Gharbi, 23 July

Imam Gharbi is a town on the Tigris 12 kilometres south of Qayyarah at 35.699821,
43.272416. It lies on the border of Nineveh and Salah Al Din. Imam Gharbi IDPs in a
neighbouring village estimated the population to be 12,000 - 17,000. ISIS still hold
territory next to Imam Gharbi on the other side of the Tigris. The village has suffered
several attacks from ISIS over the past months. A local Hashd force as well as a small
component from the Iraqi army were stationed there. The ISF deployment was reduced
before the attack to redeploy elsewhere, Imam Gharbi residents said that they had
expected the attack because of their increased vulnerability after the withdrawal of
troops.
On the night of 04 July ISIS launched a major attack across the river. A local interviewed
estimated that the initial attack involved 25 - 70 fighters. The ISF estimated that
potentially another 130 were later deployed as reinforcements. The local Hashd forces and
Iraqi army were driven out of the village over the following 12 hours despite having
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armoured vehicles. According to one claim by an ISF member, the original detachment of
the Iraqi Army withdrew so quickly because they feared violence from the civilians.
However, this could not be verified, and may just be indicative of a wider distrust of Sunni
civilian populations from some ISF members. Within a day of the attack, Iraqi army 9th
and 16th divisions were redeployed from Mosul before ISIS fighters could advance beyond
the village. Clashes involving heavy weapons, including tanks and air strikes, continued
until 21 July when the ISF regained full control of the village and surrounding areas. The
ISF reported 25 ISIS fighters killed in the battle and that many fighters managed to retreat
east of the Tigris. The number of civilian casualties has yet to be confirmed.
Reasons for the attack are unclear. Imam Gharbi is only a few kilometres from Qayyarah
Bridge, Ja’adh camp and Highway One (which connects Mosul to Baghdad). ISF only hold a
narrow territory around the highway and during July there were several ISIS attacks from
the west. It is possible that it was ISIS’ intention to try and break out of the village and
attack these areas. This seems very unlikely though given the small number of fighters
involved. The attack coincided with the ISF advances into Mosul Al Qadima and may have
been intended as a distraction to divert the ISF from the fighting there. It would also have
served ISIS’ own propaganda, to demonstrate that they were still capable of taking
territory from Iraqi forces despite losses in other areas. Given that the initial attack
involved only a few fighters who were later reinforced, it is possible that the attack went
better than expected and then later ISIS capitalised on their gains inside the village. This
would explain why most fighters seem to have eventually retreated once Mosul Al Qadima
fell, rather than suffer greater casualties to hold the village.
Security
The village is now being secured by Iraqi army 16th division who are working alongside the
village’s local Hashd forces who are present at checkpoints at the edge of the village.
Clearing the village for IEDs, UXO and dead bodies has only just started. On the first day of
clearance the ISF removed 70 IEDS from the village. They also defused SVBIEDs, ISF forces
told Rise that ISIS converted civilian cars in Imam Gharbi into SVBIEDs using materials
transported over the river. Members of the Hashd force, Babylon Brigade, were also seen
manning the northern checkpoint entering the village. Babylon Brigade are generally only
operational to the north of Mosul. It was claimed by a local that these militiamen are
locals who signed up to join the Hashd Al Shaabi as a source of income, they were on leave
back in their villages when the attacks happened and had remained to help secure the
area.
There is significant destruction to the village due to the intensity of the fighting. ISIS also
specifically targeted and burnt the houses of local Hashd and ISF members. It’s not clear
how they identified the specific houses, but this fostered distrust from the ISF and nearby
villages that there were ISIS supporters inside the village, facilitating the attack. The
destruction is reportedly worse to the eastern edge of the village where the heaviest
fighting took place, though this could not be verified due to the IED contamination and
risk of sniper fire from the eastern bank. There is a small water project for the village
that may have been damaged during the fighting, but the area has yet to be cleared of
IEDs so Rise was unable to assess the site.
Displacement
Almost everyone in the village fled within the first day of fighting. A few families were
trapped though and managed to escape as the village was retaken. On the day of
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assessment, the village was completely empty of civilians. Rumours have been circulating
in the area of several local families being kidnapped by ISIS and taken east of the Tigris.
One local from Imam Gharbi who had fled to a nearby village of Jhala (35.709269,
43.306595) claimed that two families (around two dozen individuals) had been taken by
ISIS.
Most people have fled to relatives in other nearby villages: primarily Bguba, Jeddah,
Zheilila, Qayyarah, Mosul and some to Teena. Seven families displaced from Imam Gharbi
were met in the village of Kabah Jedah (35.737369, 43.278698).1 The families complained
that they had been denied access to nearby camps, but could not provide clear details on
where or why this happened. IDPs currently living in Kabah Jedah said they are in need of
basic assistance until their return to Imam Gharbi. Returns are currently blocked to Imam
Gharbi by ISF due to ongoing clearance operations. Four Sheikhs from the village have
formed a council to coordinate the returns process with Salah Al Din Operational
Command. Imam Gharbi was already a poor village and people had to flee without any of
their belongings. Their livestock was a key source of income but many of their animals
have been killed, stolen or died of thirst during the fighting. The residents want to return
as soon as possible. They have no plan for reconstructing their village however, other than
they will have to be self-reliant and help each other.

A burnt out house surrounded by rubble
Local Distrust
A local man was interviewed at the neighbouring village of al Murer (35.691807,
43.264359) that is made up of approximately 300 houses. The checkpoint entering al Murer
from Imam Gharbi is manned by local Hashd forces, claiming to be with the 30th Hashd
regiment. A local resident and member of the Hashd forces claimed that there are no
Imam Gharbi IDPs in his village because Murer residents did not allow them to enter. He
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said that ISIS also attacked their village during the recent attack, killing 3 men and
wounding 12 with indirect fire.
There is reportedly great distrust of Imam Gharbi from the residents of al Murer and there
was already a ‘frontline’ between the villages due to the distrust. They are highly
suspicious of how quickly Imam Gharbi fell and suspect that there must have already been
ISIS support inside the village to facilitate the attack. It was suggested by the local that
this distrust was tied in to longer term tribal differences. Residents from Imam Gharbi are
from the Jabouri tribe, while those of al Murer are from Luheibi tribe. However,
historically residents of the two villages have intermarried and women of al Murer moved
to live there. The local claimed that members of al Murer had snuck in to Imam Gharbi
during the fighting to rescue trapped relatives. These relatives seem to have moved on to
other villages with their Imam Gharbi families.
Another local interviewed in the neighbouring village of Jhala also confirmed a degree of
distrust of residents of Imam Gharbi. However, historically things have been peaceful
between the two villages and residents of the two villages intermarry. The local
mentioned that ISIS killed 16 people during an attack on Jhala in August 2016 and the
villagers have since organised a local defence force but clarified they are not affiliated
with the Hashd.
Response
Given the infrastructural damage and loss of livelihoods, NGOs should strongly consider
providing aid to support the reconstruction process of Imam Gharbi once it has been
cleared and secured. However, nearby villages are also very poor. Given existing social
tensions and distrust of Imam Gharbi residents, any response must be carefully managed
to not exacerbate these tensions by disproportionally supporting the residents of Imam
Gharbi.
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